Abstract-New method for modeling nonlinear systems called the echo state networks (ESNs) has been proposed recently [5] . ESNs make use of the dynamics created by huge randomly created layer of recurrent units. Dynamical behavior of untrained recurrent networks was already explained in the literature and models using this behavior were studied [6], [9] . They are based on the fact that the activities of the recurrent layer of the recurrent network randomly initialized with small weights reflect history of the inputs presented to the network. Knowing how the recurrent layer stores the information and understanding the state dynamics of recurrent neural networks we propose modified ESN architecture. The only "true" recurrent connections are backward connection from output to recurrent units and the reservoir is built only by "forwardly" connected recurrent units. We show that this simplified version of the ESNs can also be successful in modeling nonlinear systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The key part of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) performance is encoded in activities of recurrent units (network state) and their variations in time (network dynamics). It is well-known fact that recurrent neural networks have universal approximation capability, although development of desired dynamics in training might be sometimes difficult or even unfeasible task. On the other hand recent studies show that sometimes instead of complicated RNN weights adaptation, it might be beneficial to leave network dynamics randomly initialized.
It has been known for some time that when RNN is used to process symbolic sequences, activations of recurrent units show considerable amount of information about input sequence prior to training [1] , [6] . It was experimentally
shown that RNNs initialized with small weights are inherently biased towards Markov models [9] , [101. This phenomenom is refered as Markovian architectural bias of RNNs. When dealing with problems, where this Markovian representation is useful, initial network dynamics can be left unchanged and only transformation of state to desired output has to be carried out. This can be performed either by simple neural network layer or by other advanced method, e.g. by prediction model [7] , [8] . One interesting and promising approach based on these principles is the Echo state network (ESN), where untrained "huge" randomly initialized RNN is fed by realvalued input sequence. [2] , [3] , [4] . Instead of difficult learning process, ESNs utilize Markovian architectural bias of untrained RNN to reflect history of seen inputs -here referred to as echo state property. More precisely, the recurrent layer of a large RNN is interpreted as a rich "reservoir" of complex dynamics. Output units are used to extract interesting features from this dynamics, thus only network-output connections are modified during learning process. A significant advantage of this approach is that simple linear regression algorithms can be used for adjusting output weights. The network includes input, hidden and output "classical" sigmoid units (Fig. 1) (2) where Wout is hidden-output and output-output connections' matrix.
Echo state property means that for each internal unit xi there exists an echo function ei such that the current state can be written as xi(t) = ei(u(t), u(t -1), .. .) [2] . The recent input presented to the network has more influence to the network state than an older input, the input influence gradually fades out. So the same input signal history u(t), u(t -1), will drive the network to the same state xi(t) in time t regardless the network initial state. To make the idea of the echo states even more clear we recapitulate the concept of the architectural bias in the next section.
III. ARCHITECTURAL BIAS
Recurrent units of recurrent networks show considerable amount of structural differentiation [9] , [10] before learning. It means, that even in an untrained -randomly initialized recurrent neural network activities of recurrent neurons can be grouped in clusters [6] . This phenomenon can be explained by means of the Iterated Function System theory. IFS theory was originally developed by Barnsley (Fractals Everywhere 1988) as a method of describing the limit behavior of systems of transformations.
An iterated function system is a finite set of contraction transformations
Limit behavior of a single transformation is a single point in the space. Limit set over the union of transformations can be extremely complex with recursive structures. This limit behavior of composite mapping is called the IFS attractor. An example of an IFS is set of these three transformations over
Wa(X, y) = (0.5x + 0.5, 0.5y) Wb(X, y) = (0.5x, 0.5y + 0.5) wC(x, y) = (0.5x, 0.5y) (4) Limit behavior of the composition of these three transformations is a complex set representation known as the Sierpinski triangle (Fig. 2) . 00 X = W uco uw,r(X) Fig. 2 . Sierpinski triange created by infinite number of the union of transformations described by eq. 4 Behavior of recurrent networks in symbolic processing can be explained by IFS theory. For example the dynamics of simple RNN can be expressed by equation
x(t + 1) = f (Win. u(t + 1) + W x(t)), (5) where f stands for activation function. W and Win are matrices with recurrent and input weights respectively. Having finite input alphabet this dynamics can be rewritten to x(t + 1) = f (V; x(t)) - (6) For each input vector i from the input alphabet A = {a1,... , an} corresponding weight matrix V; can be found.
Both approaches for calculation of the next activations of recurrent units (state) x(t + 1) are identical. When an input symbol appears, corresponding weight matrix V; is applied to the current state x(t). In other words, IFS transformations are represented by weight matrices Vi and specific input vector selects, which transformation is applied to the current state.
The next IFS is a modification of the previous one. The fourth transformation was added, its attractor is the top righthand corner of state space:
Wa(X, y) = (0.5x + 0.5, 0.5y) Wb (X, y) = (0.5x, 0.5y + 0. 5) wc(x, y) = (0.5x, 0.5y) Wd(X, y) = (0.5x + 0.5, 0.5y + 0.5) (7) Single transformation shrinks the entire image into oneforth sized copy of the original. A position of a point is Fig. 3 . The key difference between the ESN and the simple IFS model is the huge and randomly interconnected recurrent layer serving as the ESN reservoir and the real-valued input sequence in the case of the ESN. Nevertheless the principle remains the same and is formulated through the definition of the echo states -activities of internal units reflect the history of the inputs presented to the network with the most recent input having the biggest impact.
IV. SIMPLIFIED "FEED-FORWARD" ESN MODEL
As already mentioned, the proper preparation of the reservoir plays the key role in the ESN training. Usually multiple trials are needed to find appropriate parameters for ideal ESN setup. To help us to understand, how do the ESNs achieve good performance in dynamical modeling by using activities found in the reservoir and possibly improve and facilitate reservoir creation we propose simplified ESN architecture called "feedforward" ESN (FF-ESN).
Taking into account the architectural bias principles behind the ESN echo states, the network output can be seen as simple nonlinear function of the input history with finite length since the influence of inputs fades out exponentially in time and inputs presented in earlier time steps can be ignored. By removing recurrent connections we propose modified model with the reservoir of units connected in a feed-forward manner. Units in a reservoir can be indexed and their activities depend only on activities of units with smaller indices. No cycles are present in the graph with nodes representing units and edges representing connections. FF-ESN is shown in the Fig. 4a .
Please note, that although we call this network as "feedforward" ESN, all connections are still recurrent ones because units are fed by activities from previous time steps. But this network can be easily transformed into regular feed-forward network by the process identical to the RNN unfolding in time when using backpropagation through time learning algorithm (see Fig. 4b ).
We have used exactly the same training process as is commonly used in training regular ESNs. The only difference is how a recurrent weight matrix is generated. Initial values for biases, recurrent and backward weights falls to the same ranges as described for regular ESNs. Recurrent weight matrix is rescaled to the required spectral radius A and the matrix is then made lower triangular by keeping only elements below diagonal. To force the ESN to keep longer history of inputs in activities every unit i was connected to the previous one i -1 through the weight wi,j-1 of chosen constant value, in our experiments we used the value of spectral radius A.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS First, we compared FF-ESN with common ESN on simple sinusoid time series y(n) = 1/2sin7(n/5) with exactly the same parameters and under the same conditions as in [2] . A for FF-ESN was set to the value of 0.88. For both network architectures 10 simulation runs resulted in the same averaged MSEtrain 10-"°and MSEt,,t _10-1. Fig. 5 .
Finally, we have tested FF-ESN on the Mackey-Glass (MG) prediction task. Time series was shifted by -1 and tanh function was applied in the same way as described in [5] . We used networks with the reservoir of 1000 units with 1% connectivity. Input and recurrent weights were chosen from (-1.0, 1.0), recurrent weight matrix was then rescaled to the spectral radius of 0.8 for ESN and 0.9 for FF-ESN. Each unit in the reservoir has bias weight chosen from (-0.2, 0.2). The noise of 10-10 was added to the input sequence to increase the stability of the trained network.
Training and testing was done in the same way as in [5] . The length of the training sequence was 3000, the first 1000 reservoir activities were thrown away and the remaining 2000 activities were used for the Wout calculation. Then the trained network was used to generate following 3000 steps. Generated and correct MG output together with the absolute prediction error is shown in the Fig. 6 
